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ON THE ROLE OF AFFECT IN 
ARTIFICIAL INTEl JTIGENCE AND MUSIC 

ROBERT DUISBERG 

LE COEUR a ses raisons, 
que la raison ne connaitpoint. 

-Blaise Pascal 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 WHY MUSIC IN AI? 

Artificial Intelligence is a field rich in potential for both science and indus- 
try. But the very name of the field, whatever one may mean by it, engenders 
controversy of a profound and metaphysical sort, often associated in philo- 
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sophical circles with the Mind-Body Problem or the Physicalist/Spiritualist 
debate (Searle 1980; Dennet 1978). The problem apparently revolves around 
the personal character we associate with our conscious experience of our own 
minds, and certain apprehensions we have regarding the embodiment of such 
things, again whatever they may be, in physical structures other than organic 
ones like ourselves. The intent here is not to debate the Mind-Body Problem, 
nor to discuss the locus of the soul. It is rather to consider the implications of 
taking seriously the apparent goal of AI, to construct the closest thing we can 
to an artificially intelligent machine. 

Many useful insights into how a mind could be modeled in AI may be 
gained from a knowledge of our own minds, and thus AI and Cognitive Psy- 
chology interact increasingly. Most of the notable work in the field has, rea- 
sonably, concentrated on the aspects of thought amenable to logical analysis, 
subject to a clean syntax. 

However, it is clear that much of our conscious intellectual life, indeed its 
fundamental motivations, are based in urges, drives and emotions that are less 
appropriately considered under such a logical regimen: "only the surface of 
reason is rational" (Minsky 1981, 28). The very act of knowing involves the 
ordering of sensory input according to conceptual frameworks, but the devel- 
opment and application of appropriate concept networks is necessarily a cre- 
ative and intuitive act. "Aesthetic sensibility plays the part of the delicate 
sieve" (Wechsler 1978, 1) in appraising the efficacy of such application. 

It is an aberration of recent western culture that has so polarized the con- 
cepts of Science versus Art, rational versus aesthetic, so as to render them 
mutually incommensurable, when they are clearly and necessarily interacting 
parts of a complex whole. 

... The prevailing conception of science, based on the disjunction of 
subjectivity and objectivity, seeks-and must seek at all costs-to elimi- 
nate from science such passionate, personal, human appraisals of theo- 
ries, or at least to minimize their function ... [But] the act of knowing 
includes an appraisal; and this personal coefficient, which shapes all fac- 
tual knowledge, bridges in doing so the disjunction between subjec- 
tivity and objectivity (Polanyi 1958, 15-17). 

An epistemology which incorporates such passionate appraisal into the 
heart of factual knowledge suggests itself as an important feature of any real- 
istic mind model that would avoid a specious rational/intuitive dichotomy. 

As artists and scientists, if we honestly profess to study the mind, we must 
try to understand the structure of feeling, for it is only by and with such feel- 
ings as wonder and love that we grow to create within our own individual 
mental lives the world as we interpret it, and it is through such structures that 
we apprehend our physical and social surroundings. 
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First one must gain an understanding of how concepts come to be formed 
in the mind, and model how sensory patterns come to be ordered into struc- 
tured concepts. 

First, facts are not data. They are mental artifacts, selected by human 
concerns and abstracted from experience by filtering through a screen of 
schemata. Second, this screen is necessarily tacit; we infer its nature only 
from observing its operations, but our inferences can never be complete 
or up to date. Third, the screen is itself a product of the process which it 
mediates and, though tacit, can be developed by deliberately exposing it 
to what we want to influence it. (This is the essence of education.) 
(Wechsler 1978, 152) 

Now music is a fertile field for such modeling, for to understand any piece 
of music involves recognizing its salient structures, always in its own terms, in 
order to appreciate how they are manipulated. Minsky likens a sonata to a 

"teaching machine" in which material is presented in the exposition and its 

meanings subsequently explored (indeed established) by displaying the mate- 
rial in varied forms, contexts, and elaborations. The suggestion is clear that if 
one could model how a listener decides what is important or salient or inter- 

esting in a piece of music, where there is no predetermined "vocabulary," 
then one might have a reasonable model of how minds go about apprehend- 
ing significant structure in superficially chaotic environments. He suggests the 
possibility of "future simulations that grow artificial' musical semantic net- 
works, perhaps by 'raising' simulated infants in traditional musical cultures" 
(Minsky 1981, 35). 

Furthermore music seems to span an interesting middle ground, highly 
structured formally and numerically on the one hand and indisputably evoca- 
tive of emotion on the other. Its structure lends it to quantitative study and 
yet its semantic content is reflective of our emotional intuitions. An effort to 
understand the deep and semantic structure of music, the structure of the 
emotional meanings so precisely expressible in music, may pay off in a better 

understanding of the mind with respect to its motivational underpinnings in 

feeling. This broad issue will be discussed in the context of the central theme 
of this paper, that affect may in some useful sense be considered the driver of 
concept formation. This intuition is supported by Papert's suggestion of"an 
applied genetic epistemology beyond Piaget's cognitive emphasis to include a 
concern with the affective" in child development (Papert 1980, vii). Higher 
level concept formation may also be so conceived in view of numerous cor- 
roborative statements by the great mathematicians and physicists of being led 
to their theories by aesthetic intuitions and emotions, the rigorous proofs 
only coming later (Hardy 1967; Poincare 1963; Pais 1983). "I maintain that 
attitudes do really precede propositions, feelings come before facts. This 
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seems strange only because we cannot remember what we knew in infancy" 
(Minsky 1979, 5). 

1.2 EXPRESSION AND DENOTATION 

Music communicates meaningfully, without question. But there are at 
least two modes in which such communication is commonly appreciated, 
which may as well be called Apollonian and Dionysian. This is again, perhaps, 
a needless dichotomy but it is historically manifest in abundant aesthetic 
debates such as that of Formal versus Program Music or Brahms versus 
Wagner (Hanslick 1957), Classicism versus Romanticism, etc. The first mode 
has to do with the recognition of structure, and is akin in this respect to the 
apprehension of mathematical beauty. 

We bear in mind the feeling of mathematical beauty, of the harmony 
of numbers and forms and of geometric elegance. It's a real aesthetic 
feeling that all mathematicians recognize, and this is truly sensibility 
... The useful combinations are precisely the most beauti- 
ful... (Poincare 1958, 15). 

The forms and objects that partake in the structures so perceived in music are 
essentially syntactic in character. In this mode it therefore makes fair sense to 
speak of "Form without Content" or "Symbol without Referent," and we 
are motivated to bring to bear all the technology of phrase structure, gener- 
ative and systemic grammars used in parsing of the structured languages used 
in computing (Roads 1979; Lerdahl 1983). This mode of appreciation lends 
itself to formal and computational models of which Terry Winograd's work 
discussed in the next section is a classic example. 

But the Apollonian mode cannot be the whole story any more than mere 
syntax can be adequate to encompass natural language. Syntax tells little 
about meaning. 

The second mode of appreciation requires consideration of music not so 
much as one would consider a mathematical theorem but more as one would 
consider expressions in a kind of language. Musical events, be they rhythmic, 
harmonic, melodic, or whatever, can scarcely be said to denote in the way 
words do in a verbal language. But musical symbols may properly be said to 
express things other than themselves, and thus it becomes important to clarify 
the distinction between denotation and expression. 

The logical structure of denotation is relatively straightforward. Computa- 
tionally the denotation of a referent by a symbol may be thought of as a 
pointer from the symbol to the referent. Thus words have pointers to their 
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denotata and text can be "understood" by performing table-lookups of defi- 
nitions. Furthermore such association is typically established through con- 
vention as in verbal language. 

Now consider a slow rubato passage in the minor mode played by 'cello 
solo expressing great sadness. This description gives information of two kinds, 
saying something about the properties the passage possesses as well as what 

feelings it expresses. The first kind is clear; the passage is a concrete instance of 
slow 'cello sound in minor mode and free rhythm. But instead of saying that 
the melody expresses sadness one might say simply it is a sad melody. Is it sad, 
then, in the same way that it is slow? Whereas the passage literally possesses 
slowness and it literally belongs to the class of'cello sounds, only figuratively 
does it possess sadness or belong to the class of sad things. 

What is expressed is metaphorically exemplified. What expresses sad- 
ness is metaphorically sad. And what is metaphorically sad is actually but 
not literally sad, i.e., comes under a transferred application of some label 
coextensive with "sad." Thus what is expressed is possessed (Goodman 
1976, 85). 

If expression is seen to be the possession of a set of attributes, then determina- 
tion of what is expressed is like a recognition problem achieved by measuring a 
match or fit between the strictly musical properties (i.e., pitch structure, 
rhythmic structure, etc.) of the expressive object and the properties of the 
emotion which the object possesses and expresses. 

1.3 AFFECTIVE MEANING, MEMORY AND HEURISTICS 

This suggests that cognitive appreciation of musical semantics requires a 
prori knowledge of the emotional world, that is, a known set of expressible 
emotional properties, in the same way that understanding stories and text in 
natural language requires knowledge of the world in the form of scripts or 
some other template (Schank 1978). Of the Yale centered group doing 
research in natural language processing, Wendy Lehnert's work on narrative 
comprehension and summarization succeeds remarkably well by being driven 
by a system of"affect state" relations. The emotional states and motivations 
of characters are the structural nodes in a network which comes to represent 
the meaning of the text. From her striking empirical demonstration of how 
cleanly the concepts imparted by a narrative text can be organized by simple 
affect structures it is a short step to envisioning such affective structures as 
actual generators of concepts. Her affect-driven knowledge representation is 
highly suggestive and could be extended to an application to music. 

The notion that the meaning of a narrative can be embodied in a graphic 
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network of connected affect nodes, and that useful summarization and ques- 
tion answering can be achieved by means of traversal of such a graph is similar 
to Minsky's idea that meaning arises out of a kind of network of associations. 

"Something has a 'meaning' only when it has a few; if we understood some- 

thing just one way we would not understand it at all. That is why the seekers 
of the 'real' meanings never find them" (Minsky 1981, 29). Minsky is one of 
very few authors willing to address the question directly, and comes to 
describe the networked character of a mental state by the metaphor of a "soci- 

ety" of mental "agents," with memories described as partial traces of the net- 
work (K-lines) (Minsky 1979). Agents are seen to exist in a hierarchy being 
driven by requests from above and responses from below. "The recognition of 
what events should be considered "memorable" ... must usually be made by some 
other agency that has engaged the present one for a purpose" (Minsky's italics). The 
"other agency" could be a "feeling agent" expressing our disposition toward 
a given configuration of the network, that is, whether a situation is worth 
remembering. 

Affect would function, then, as a system of heuristics regarding the appro- 
priateness of executing storage and abstraction operations. In a graphic and 
geometric visualization, one might think of an affect state as a temporal and 
"spatial" pattern (where "spatial" dimensions may correspond to appropri- 
ate parameters such as "tension," "activity," "direction," or "weight") 
whose form could be recognized, in the same way that the emotional referents 
expressed by music might be recognized. This structure corresponds in some 
clear way to the configuration of the network representing the overall mental 
state, and in a crude first model could be derived by some simple transform. 
The abstraction involved in such a transform arises almost automatically out 
of Minsky's "Level-band Principle" and is related to the function of meta- 
phorical transference as described in the process of musical expression. 

Once abstracted from the network representing the mental state and recog- 
nized, the feeling state, functioning like a "hunch" or a "gut feeling, " figures 
prominently into the preconditions of any heuristic to determine appropriate 
subsequent action, in particular actions pertaining to laying down memory 
traces or forming new concepts. So it seems natural in conclusion to consider 
how such "feeling heuristics" apply to machine learning and concept forma- 
tion. Doug Lenat's work on the nature of heuristics (Lenat 1983a; Lenat 
1983b) yields remarkably successful learning behavior as demonstrated by the 
undeniably creative concept formation performed by his EURISKO and AM 
programs. His work will be discussed in the final section of this paper with an 
eye to what insights might be gained from acknowledging the prominence of 
emotions in guiding human heuristic behavior and how structural modeling 
of emotions, guided by what we learn from musical structure, relates to his 
"heuristics about heuristics. " 
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2. WINOGRAD: SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC INTERACTION 

Terry Winograd's program to analyze tonal harmony has the virtue of restrict- 

ing its domain to a tractable subproblem within music theory while demon- 

strating the power of a methodology with much broader applicability. 
Indeed, much of a vastly more complete and detailed current theory of music 
is acknowledged to have analogs in such methodology (Lerdahl and Jacken- 
doff1983). 

2.1 A TERSE OUTLINE OF SYSTEMIC GRAMMAR 

The type of grammar chosen to represent and analyze harmony is known as 
systemic and is apparently not common in computer science applications. Sys- 
temic grammar differs from phrase-structure and transformational grammar 
both in the history of its development and its intent, which is reflected in its 
formal structure. It is an outgrowth of concerns in anthropology and 

sociology (Halliday 1981; Halliday 1978; Kress 1976; deJoia and Stenton 1980) 
rather than mathematics or formal logic. Its motivations lie in consideration of 

language as a social activity, to which concerns about the nature of gram- 
maticality are adjunct. 

Systemic grammar is based on the notion of choice embodied in the con- 

cept of a system, which is a set of choices offeatures together with a condition of 

entry, and is notated graphically in two dimensions by a system network (see 
figure 2-1). Any sentence or item in the language may be described by the set 
of choices that have been selected in its realization. A set of realization rules is 
associated with each feature choice, pertaining to what functions and catego- 
ries must be present when a given feature is chosen as well as requirements of 

agreement and ordering of constituents. These rules are less precise and formal 
than the generative rules of immediate constituent and transformational 
grammars, being more of the character of consistency checks than actual effec- 
tive production rules. The features chosen are said to be realized as structures 
represented by the linear sequence of constituents. 

Since systemic grammar is not centered on a concern with formal 
rules, the general attitude is that it is better to say something less precise 
about an important aspect of language than to ignore it completely 
because it does not yield to the available formal tools. It is possible to 
provide descriptions that are structured (i.e., they include formal repre- 
sentations like system networks, not just descriptive text) but that are 
not generative in the strong sense of providing rigorous rules. Much of 
systemic grammar follows this course (Winograd 1983, 277-78). 
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^ _.x there is a system x/y with entry condition a (if a, then 
y either x ory) 

{ x there are two simultaneous systems x/y and m/n, both 
L Oy ,having entry condition a (if a, then both either x or y 

a and, independently, either m or n) 
m 

x-Lx 

rx m there are two systems x/y and m/n, ordered in depen- 
a^--Ly n dence so that m/n has entry condition x and x/y has 

entry condition a (if a then either x or y, and if x, 
then either m or n) 

~a _> there is a system x/y with compound entry condition, 
? : x conjunction of a and b (if both a and b then either x 

ly o ory) 
b-) 

a i > dm there is a system m/n with two possible entry conditions, 
c x- s union of a and c (if either a or c, or both, then either 

m or n) 

FIGURE 2-1: NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS IN A SYSTEM NETWORK 

(KRESS 1976) 

The power of systemic grammar lies in its recognition that the form of a 
sentence may be the result of choices made within several systems operating 
simultaneously in orthogonal dimensions, as contrasted to the usual gener- 
ative grammar in which a constituent is associated with exactly one path in the 
derivation tree. (Even though in a transformational grammar the role of a con- 
stituent may change under transformation, still at any point in the derivation 
all relationships are taken to be inferable from the single constituent tree struc- 
ture at that point.) The advantage of this type of grammar is in the close con- 
nection between the syntax and semantics, as some choices along certain 
dimensions can correspond closely to the meaning of the sentence. 

2.2 A SYSTEMIC GRAMMAR FOR TONAL HARMONY 

The grammar consists of five ranks of system networks: Composition, Ton- 
ality, Chord Group, Chord, and Note. The system networks and realization 
rules for Tonality and Chord are reproduced in figures 2-2 and 2-3 by way of 
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-neapolitan 
-altered_ 

- altered tonic 

-I 
relative root -:*K*-major--II 

Tonality - III 
-unaltered-- IV 

-V 
-VI 

mode 
(see note 1.) 

< root 

Note 1. The choice of features in the mode and root systems are dependent 
in a complex way on the choice of relative root and on *K*. This dependence 
is most easily expressed in the form of a table, Table I, but the status in the 
grammar is the same as dependencies indicated with lines and brackets. 

Realizations: 
Tonality : : +dominant; +(sec). . .(sec); (secrdominant 
complete: : +tonic; dominant^tonic 
simple : : tonic"# 
modulating :: +sec2"(sec2)^. . . (sec2); tonic^sec2 
implied : +domprep; domprep dominant; dominant sChord Group direct 
relative root, The realizations of the relative root system act through 
mode, root : the connections with the mode and root systemsto pro- 

duce *K* as indicated in Table I. 

Constituents: 
dominant : : Tonality simple V or Chord Groupv or VII simple, V V or VII 
sec :: Tonality or Chord Group 
tonic : : Chord Group I direct 

sec2 Tonalitsimple or implied 
or Chord Group 

domprep : : Chord Group1I or IV or VI 

FIGURE 2-2: SYSTEM NETWORK AND REALIZATION RULES FOR A TONALITY 

(WINOGRAD 1968) 
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-non-harmonic 

-passing 
Chord 1 -suspension 

- linear-auxiliary 
-anticipation 

linearity -subset of following 
-subset of preceding 

-non-linear 

.root (see diatonic and chromatic systems at Note level) 

Realizations: 
completeness, inversion, type : These three systems are realized jointly in 

the specification of notes which serve in the constituent structure. Com- 
pleteness and inversion function together to determine the diatonic values of 
these notes. The realization is a list of diatonic intervals above the bass, 
where each note must form one of these intervals, and there must be at least 
one representative for each interval. This pair of systems also specifies 
which note has the subscript root, by specifying its interval above the bass. 
The details of these facts are included in Table III. All three systems jointly 
determine the set of chromatic intervals in the chord in the same way. The 
facts are included in Table IV, where empty entries appear wherever the 
particular combination of features is precluded by the system network. 

non-harmonic:: :This is a default term, realized by the presence of a struc- 
ture which cannot be produced by any combination of features depending on 
harmonic. 

linear : : This is a context-sensitive realization, which limits the notes ac- 
cording to the notes of the following (FOL) and preceding (PREC) chords. 
Details are in Table V. 

non-linear: : A default term. 
root: : The selection of features is passed down to the constituentNotert as 

a restriction. 

Constituents: 
N: : Note 

FIGUIRE 2-3: SYSTEM NETWORK AND REALIZATION RULES FOR A CHORD 

(WINOGRAD 1968) 
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example. Within the grammar though, it is clear that the structures so 
described are ambiguous at every level, and it is this that makes the problem 
interesting. For example a chord sequence vi -- V6 -> I in C-major might also 
be ii I6 IV in G-major or I - III in a-minor with a passing lowered-VII6. 
The only way to resolve such multiplicities of interpretation is in the context 
of the entire piece without which the full relative function of the chords can- 
not be known. A music theorist in rendering a "reading" of a composition 
that he feels expresses its basic logic is guided by considerations of clarity and 
economy of the parse (where an economic parsing would have a minimum 
average depth of nesting of secondary tonalities throughout the composi- 
tion). For the purposes of this implementation, Winograd combined all such 
considerations into a very rough numerical value associated with a given pars- 
ing he calls a "plausibility value." An integer value is assigned to each possible 
sequence of two adjacent harmonies according to the following arbitrary 
scheme. 

0: authentic cadence, opening progression, dominant preparation, 
dominant substitution 

1: fifth progression, plagal cadence, deceptive cadence, triadic outline 

3: for any chord interpreted as a linear or passing chord 

5: confusion of tonal structure, that is, anything other than V or IV 
going to I 

4: anything not covered above. 

The rules are ordered so that if anything higher in the list applies the others 
are ignored. Clearly the lower values imply a more "plausible" parse and the 
intuition is that the progressions associated with values 0 and 1 are the progres- 
sions with clear structural functions that tend to establish a tonal center. 

As the parsing proceeds, a separate "path" is constructed for each of the 
different possible parsings of the string encountered up to that point. That is, 
in the spirit of the systemic grammar a number of different tonal systems are 
considered in parallel. A disadvantage is that the number of paths considered 
can grow exponentially in the length of the string. In order to limit this 
growth, advantage is taken of the fact that modulatory progressions are rare 
compared to complete cadences, so the string is scanned in reverse order from 
right to left, and preparations are preferentially considered in terms of where 
they arrive. Further reductions are achieved by eliminating parse trees that are 
redundant in the sense that they arrive at the same analysis via different paths, 
and trees which seem to be "doing badly" in that they are coming up with 
plausibility values that are too high. 
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Overall the program implementing this grammar and parsing strategy gives 
sophisticated "readings" such as one might expect in an undergraduate har- 
mony class. It is admittedly limited in being able to deal only with a direct 
sequence of chords as the input, and thus is applicable to music with the sim- 
plest rhythmic structure, and overlooks the structural effects of melodic and 
contrapuntal ideas, without reference to which harmonic structure can some- 
times not be adequately explained. Moreover, little effort was spent on deal- 
ing with nonharmonic or linear chords. But these shortcomings are the result 
of deliberate restriction of the problem, and are not structural shortcomings 
of the methodology. The structures resulting from realizations in a systemic 
grammar need not be one-dimensional but may have several different dimen- 
sions, as the result of independently-operating systems. Also the resulting 
structure need not be segmented in one way but may have several constituent 
structures, even within the same dimension, and music abounds with such 
nonexclusive groupings, as in melodic groupings, phrase groupings, har- 
monic groupings, etc. There appears to be no limitation in principle why the 
systemic approach could not be extended to embrace such additional 
dimensions. 

I would take issue with but one point. Winograd describes his system as 
being driven by "semantic heuristics," assigning a level of"meaningfulness" 
to any parsing, and thus it is able to choose the "best" parse of all considered. 
When it is revealed that the heart of the system's "semantics" is his ad hoc 
plausibility value, it appears to be a curious use of the term, if it is taken to 
mean "the study dealing with the relations between signs and what they refer 
to" (Webster's 3rd Int'l, 1961). These values associated with pairs of chords 
reflect the role of the progression in the context of the string of chords, but it is 
essentially a syntactic role, and has no bearing on what the chord string may 
refer to extramusically. Be it granted that the function of a chord is a higher- 
level syntactic category reflecting a larger context than its local lexical identifi- 
cation (spelling), still it confuses the issue to suggest that this is the meaning of 
the chord; one must look further for that. 

Though beyond the scope of this paper, such a further look should lead to 
a "grammar of the emotions," and it seems worth digressing briefly to men- 
tion a detailed "Structural Theory of the Emotions," by Joseph deRivera. 
The theory postulates a "matrix of emotions" (see figure 24) describing "the 
particular emotions as movements in a three dimensional interpersonal 
space," which "suggests that any particular emotion is the outcome of a pat- 
tern of'choices' that organize our relationship with the other" (deRivera 
1977, 71). The structural similarity between this description and the form of 
systemic grammar is intriguing and suggests the plausible application of such a 
grammar to the "parsing" of emotional states based on "interpersonal 
motion. " The theory describes emotions primarily in terms of their relations 
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to each other and to externally observable interpersonal movement, rather 
than the internal structure and form of the emotion itself, so it is not directly 
applicable to modelling of subjective affect states. But an ability to parse a 
man-machine interaction into an appropriate affect state could lead to more 
sensible or to at least "friendly" machine responses. 

PERSON 
IS SUBJECT 

i 

SUBJECT 

+ 

OBJECT 
MOVES 

PERSON 
IS OBJECT 

FIGURE 2-4: THE MATRIX OF EMOTIONS (DE RIVERA 1977) 
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3. LEHNERT: AFFECT STATE PATTERNS 

Wendy Lehnert's approach to the problem of comprehension of an utterance 
is typical of the "Yale School" of natural language processing in that there is 
little concern for the actual surface form of the utterance, the emphasis being 
instead on the nature of the structures created in memory in response to the 
text. The paradigm for exploring such memory representations is to ask the 
reader to summarize the narrative text, and the summarization behavior is 
taken to reveal what sorts of inferences, causal-chains, and integration of 
information into knowledge structures has occurred. 

When a reader is asked to summarize a story, vast amounts of infor- 
mation within the memory representation are selectively ignored in 
order to produce a distilled version ofthe original narrative. This process 
of simplification relies on a global structuring of memory that allows 
search procedures to concentrate on central elements of the story while 

ignoring peripheral details (Lehnert 1982, 376). 

In her system the mechanism of such global structuring is built out of 
remarkably simple affect states which combine to form plot units of greater 
complexity. In fact, affect states of only three kinds are posited: 

* events that please (notated + in diagrams) 
* events that displease (-) 

* mental states with neutral affect (M). 

The neutral M-states are usually associated with intentions or goals. Patterns 
are in turn comprised of a number of such primitive states connected by arcs 
or "links." Links are of various types. Links between affect states involving a 
single character are called causal links since they relate to causes of mental states 
and intentionalities behind events. There are four labeled kinds of causal links: 

* Motivational links (m) from an affective event to the mental state it 
causes 

* Actualization links (a) from an intentional mental state to a resultant 
affective event 

* Termination links (t) from one event or mental state back to another 
whose affective impact has been thereby supplanted or displaced 

* Equivalence links (e) between distinct affective responses to the same 
event or mental state (i.e., resulting from a change in perspective). 
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Not all 36 pair-wise configurations are possible but legal configurations are 
constrained as follows: 

* m-links must point to a mental state 

* a-links must point from a mental state to an event 

* t- and e-links must point: 

o from a mental state to a mental state, or 

o from an event to an event. 

3.1 PLOT UNITS 

The fifteen legal pair-wise combinations form the set ofprimitive plot units 
and each is referred to by name as in figure 3-1. 

MOTIVATION 

Mb 

SUCCESS 

M> 

FAILURE 

M2a 
_^ 

CHANGE OF MIND 

M' t 
M- 

LOSS 

+5t 
MIXED BLESSING 

+ c 

PERSEVERANCE 

ENABLEMENT 

M)+ 

PROBLEM 

M) 

RESOLUTION 

+;t 
NEGATIVE TRADE-OFF 

POSITIVE TRADE-OFF 

POSITIVE TRADE-OFF 

+)t 

HIDDEN BLESSING 

;I 

COMPLEX POSITIVE EVENT 

+:- 

COMPLEX NEGATIVE EVENT 

C, 

FIGURE 3-1: PRIMITIVE PLOT UNITS (LEHNERT 1982) 
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The graphic convention is that states involving a single character are aligned 
vertically and that time flows down the page. These primitive plot units can be 
combined into complex plot units such as in figure 3-2. 

INTENTIONAL FORTUITOUS 
PROBLEM RESOLUTION PROBLEM RESOLUTION 

M t Mp 

SUCCFSS BORN 
OF ADVERSITY 

- problem 
& success 
& resolution 

FLEETING SUCCESS 

+t 

- success 
& loss 

SACRIFICE 

+D 

= success 
& trade-off 

= problem 
& resolution 

STARTING OVER 

t t 

MJ 

= success 
& loss 
& problem 
& perseverance 

NESTED SUBGOALS 

M 

motivation 
= motivation = 

& success 
& success 

= problem 
& success 

GIVING UP 

-< t 
Mb/ 

= failure 
& problem 
& change of mind 

KILLING TWO BIRDS 

M 

complex positive event 
& sucrets 
& succees 

FIGURE 3-2: SOME COMPLEX PLOT UNITS (LEHNERT 1982) 
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In addition, narratives involving more than one character involve cross- 
character links, notated with diagonal segments between affect states where 
the higher state precedes the lower in time. Such links can occur between any 
pair of states and their interpretation is as in figure 3-3. 

With these relatively simple elements then, many configurations of great 
complexity and subtlety arise, of which just a few are shown in figure 34. 

SHARED EVENTS MIXED EVENTS 

+~_ 

SPEECH ACTS 

THREAT PROMISE 

M~ M.M 
\_RESULT M + 

RESULTING MENTAL STATES 

REQUEST ENABLEMENT 

+~ 
-M 

MOTIVATION 

FIGURE 3-3: SOME CROSS-CHA'RACTER LINKS (LEHNERT 1982) 
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HONORED REQUEST 

M--^ 
X{ M:>o 

+. 

DENIED REQUEST 

?M`M> 
0\ 0 

BUNGLED REQUEST 

\C 

MALICIOUS ACT 

M 

a 
+>_ 

c 

KIND ACT COMPETITION 

?M;,M M M 

gm 0 

EFFECTIVE COERCION 

0. M . 

INEFFECTIVE COERCION 

M 
& 

^-~_ + 

BUNGLED COERCION 

M---M- 

\. U w 
'~_o 

PROMISED REQUEST HONORED 

REQUEST HONORED WITH 
CONDITIONAL REQUEST 

PROMISED REQUEST BUNGLED 

n:- 

REQUEST HONORED WITH 
CONDITIONAL PROMISE 

M 
a0a. 

+I 

FIGURE 3-4: SOME COMPLEX PLOT UNITS INVOLVING TWO CHARACTERS 

(LEHNERT 1982) 
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3.2 CONNECTIVITY AND NARRATIVE COHESION 

A set of precise definitions are given concerning graphical connectivity of 

plot units, among them: 

* Two plot units A and B are related iff they share a common affect state. 

* A is connected to B iff 

1. A = B. 

2. A is related to B. 

3. There exists a sequence of intervening plot units U, ,... ,Un such 
that A is related to U1, Ui is related to U 1, and Un is related to B. 

* Afamily around A is the set of plot units related to A. 

* F is a maximal family in K iff F is a family contained in K and the 
number of units in F is greater than or equal to the number in G for all 
families G contained in K. 

* A is apivotal unit in K iff the family around A is maximal in K. 

It is noted that stories that yield highly-connected plot-unit graphs corre- 
spond naturally to highly cohesive narratives, and it is claimed that narrative 
cohesion is an important factor for effective memory retention, and further- 
more, the information expressed in a pivotal unit tends to be a central part of a 
general summary. 

3.3 SUMMARIZATION 

A summary is then generated by the following algorithm: 

1. Extract all top-level plot units from narrative text. (This issue is not 
central to her current analysis, and is handled by mechanisms 
employed in an earlier story comprehension system, BORIS.) 

2. Derive the plot unit graph structure. 

3. Identify the pivotal unit P. 

4. Generate a base-line summary from a frame for P. 

5. Augment base-line summary with information from plot units 
related to P. 
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Step 4 is accomplished by associating with each plot unit a frame structure 
from which a natural language description of the content of the unit can be 
generated. For example, a general frame for a Retaliation unit might read: 
"Because X's [?] caused a [ - ] for Y, Y tried to [ + ] to cause a [ - ] for X." 

The fairly elaborate formalism outlined here becomes convincing in view of 
abundant examples provided and empirical comparison of the kind of sum- 
marizations that people construct in response to a given story to those derived 
via the system. 

Some of the limits of such analysis are clear and acknowledged. Since affect 
states reflect information about personal goals, plans and intentions, they are 
not applicable to texts that contain no information along these lines, for 
example, expository or purely descriptive writing. Still the most striking fea- 
ture of the analysis is how even such an extremely coarse modeling of affect can 
so effectively organize information of this kind. 

In thinking of an application of this paradigm to music the kind of sum- 
mary one typically finds in concert program notes immediately comes to 
mind. The attempt to write a "music appreciation program" that would try 
to write such summaries in response to musical input is likely to yield insight 
into possible cognitive structures involved in music listening, in the same way 
that narrative summarization suggests strategies to structure stories. To pur- 
sue the analogy a little further one could imagine, corresponding to affect 
states or events, musical events, mapped probably not onto a single affective 
dimension (-, 0, +) but several. For example, within a particular musical 
style, descending minor appoggiaturas might map onto one end, and major- 
scale passage work onto the other end of a "happy/sad" dimension, presto/ 
pizzicato and lento/legato onto two ends of an "activity" dimension, piccolo 
with string-harmonics and triangle on one end, and tuba with trombones and 
timpani one the other of a "weight" dimension, etc. One might then imagine 
primitive "plot units" like "Imitation" (with several distinct subtypes, i.e., 
direct, sequential, altered, inverted, etc.) or "Juxtaposition" (which might 
include contrasting and similar) or "Transformation" (including rhythmic 
and melodic augmentation and diminution, modulation, extension, dissec- 
tion, concatenation, etc.) and others. Such smaller units then would fit 
together into sections and finally the standard large-scale musical forms. 

4. MINSKY: MEMORY, METAPHOR AND MEANING 

Minsky's K-line theory offers an extremely simple graphic model which, in 
spite of its simplicity, nonetheless yields neat, almost procedural descriptions 
of such fuzzy phenomena as analogy and metaphor. 
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4.1 A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE K-THEORY 

A state of mind is envisioned as a great hierarchical lattice of agents, the par- 
tially autonomous individuals in a "society of mind," each embodying an 
active idea or concept. Information moves upward in the lattice so that any 
given agent receives input from a roughly pyramidal hierarchy of agents 
beneath him. Most agents are grouped into small "cross-exclusion" arrange- 
ments, each having inhibitory connections to others in the group so that only 
one in the group may be active at a time, and further resulting in a built-in 
short-term memory. This is rather like object-oriented data abstraction taken 
to its logical conclusion. 

When a memory is formed a I-line is created for it, which is thought of as a 
"wire" with potential connections to any agent, and a K-node at the end 
whose activation in turn activates the connected agents. Memorizing a partic- 
ular state of mind creates excitatory attachments to agents currently active in 
that state. The crucial issue is that actually only a subset of currently active 
agents can really afford to be reactivated in evocation of a memory. "It is not 
the goal of Memory to produce a perfect hallucination ... A memory should 
induce a state through which we see current reality as an instance of the remembered 
event" (Minsky 1979, 8). To obtain the desired metaphorical function he pro- 
poses his Level-Band Principle. Simply stated, it says that when an agent A 
forms a memory, the K-line it creates should only attach to active agents in the 
current state of mind which lie "within an intermediate band oflevels" some- 
where in the hierarchy beneath A, not too high and not too low. This is so 
that in evocation, current goals which are likely to be represented by agents 
higher up will not be overwritten by the forced excitation of the activated K- 
line, and the particular contingencies of the current situation will not be lost 
by forcing the states of the lower-level perceptual agents. 

The theory is elaborated by proposing the recursive notion of connecting 
K-lines to other K-nodes as well in accordance with the Level-Band Principle, 
which is just to say that new memories are clearly built on earlier 
remembrances. Graphically then K-nodes grow into a structure with connec- 
tions echoing those in the agent hierarchy, except that information flows the 
other way: agents pass their information to their superiors, but K-nodes acti- 
vate other K-nodes and agents below them. 

It's interesting to see how abstraction happens almost automatically in 
such a network. Consider an agent encountering a problem in the current sit- 
uation. If the agent activates a memory of a similar situation, but the mind- 
state of this memory differs in some detail from some current situation, then 
the agencies involved in the conflicting details will tend to become inactive 
because of the cross-exclusion connections. Thus the common, nonconflict- 
ing properties are automatically extracted, and this is the essence of abstraction 
and metaphor. If the resulting state of mind leads ultimately to resolution of 
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the problem, this combination of earlier K-node and current activations could 
be remembered as a new K-node representing a new generalized concept. 

4.2 LEARNING 

Minsky is vague on the crucial subject of how learning is accomplished in 
his model except that he postulates the operation of a third agency network 
which controls the formation and linkage of K-nodes to other K-nodes and 
agents. He is forced to make this assumption, which is dangerously suggestive 
of infinite recursion (What agent controls the agent which controls... the 
formation of K-nodes?), since he rejects the behaviorist reinforcement theory 
of learning as being too simplistic. Reinforcement theories rely on "recency" 
to determine which strategies should be remembered when a goal is finally 
successfilly achieved. This is considered inadequate since longer-range strat- 
egies are often involved and one would also like to forget more recent blind 
alleys and failures. Thus, he concludes that different scales of tactics, strategies 
and goals are segregated and kept track of in a separate web of agencies. 

In order to break the recursion an agent at some level up in the control 
hierarchy will have to have enough information available to make a judgment 
on the "relevance" of active agents under its control. This judgment must be 
intuitive in character, as such judgments are in humans, that is, based on 
incomplete information and by means of metaphorical associations with other 
memories. Clearly we tend to "notice" percepts and states of mind associated 
with a strong affective response, and the link between emotion and memory is 
certainly profound; memories tend to carry with them their own emotional 
tone, and may be evoked by a similar emotion in the present. Thus an exten- 
sion to the theory may be to think ofK-lines as something more complex than 
a mere excitatory wire. Rather, think of a three-dimensional K-matrix, where 
entries correspond to agents in the intermediate Level-Band which may be 
active or not. Further, the entries may not necessarily be simple black or 
white, inactive or active, but may be "colored pixels" encoding a little more 
ofthe agent's state or "mood." The spatial form of this pattern may match, in 
ways previously described, a recognizable emotion. In this way one might 
imagine the control agent capable of recognizing an active agent configuration 
in some level-band under its jurisdiction, which corresponds to a strong emo- 
tion, which would then trigger the creation of a K-matrix for that configura- 
tion. The form and formation of that memory is then intimately connected to 
its emotional associations. 
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5. LENAT: HEURISTICS 

Among the most interesting attempts to "raise an intelligence" is the 
EURISKO heuristic learning program, whose education now spans tens of 
thousands of hours of CPU time on a Xerox 1100. Types of learning are consid- 
ered to lie on a spectrum from rote memorization in which the learner is rela- 

tively passive, through concept formation, theory formation and discovery, in 
which the learner is progressively more autonomous and responsible for the 
resultant representation of the knowledge. Doug Lenat's concern is for the 
extreme end of this latter region, motivated by the observation that knowl- 
edge acquisition from human experts is the bottleneck in building intelligent 
expert systems today, and "the neck of the bottle is narrow indeed for those 
fields in which there is as yet no human expert." And furthermore, "the 
world is too complex to be modelled deeply in any formal way, but a dynam- 
ically-growing body of heuristics might suffice" (Lenat 1983a, 36-37). 

He proposes then an "Accretion Model of Theory Formation" in which a 

body of heuristics concerning a specific domain grows upon itself through 
observation and experimentation in the domain. The model is described by a 
set of not entirely sequential steps. 

1. Given a set of definitions, objects, operations, and rules, gather data 
about them: find examples of definitions, apply rules and operations, 
etc. 

2. As this proceeds look for patterns in the data gathered. 

3. Build hypotheses upon patterns observed, and design and execute 

experiments to test these. 

4. Make new definitions as the body of hypotheses develops, to make 
the statements of the most useful conjectures more concise, and go 
back to step 1. 

5. From time to time, as the above loop proceeds, create some new 
heuristics, "by compiling the learner's hindsight." 

6. Even more rarely, augment or shift the representation in which the 
domain knowledge is encoded, as necessary. 

The pervading philosophy is that a dynamic collection of informal heuristics is 
sufficient to drive and direct the model, even steps 5 and 6! 

Many assumptions are implicit in the model. The first step assumes that 
the learner is able to make direct observations, which immediately limits the 
accessible domains, essentially to the fields of mathematics, games and pro- 
gramming. The second rule implies the availability of a large store of known 
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patterns to recognize, and the programs are provided with sets of general 
domain-independent low-level pattern-noticing rules. And it is emphasized 
that it is only a working assumption that such rules are indeed domain inde- 
pendent. The third step requires some rules in the initial body of heuristics 
that will allow the program to generalize meaningfully from the observed pat- 
terns, followed by specialization to new specific questions and test cases, and 
"deeply embedded into this point is a set of metaphysical assumptions about 
the world: most phomena [sic] should be explainable by a small set of simple 
laws or regularities, knowledge comes from rational inquiry, causality is invio- 
lable, coincidences have meaning, etc." (Lenat 1983a, 38). 

The fifth and sixth steps constitute the major design idea that distinguishes 
EURISKO from the more limited model used in AM. They assume that both 
heuristics and aspects of the representation language can be synthesized, mod- 
ified, and evaluated just like any other domain object. The consequence for 
the implementation is that heuristics suggesting operations on heuristics and 
frame structures, which one might well be tempted to treat specially as meta- 
heuristics, are in fact distinguished in no way at all. 

Heuristics themselves are stated informally in a way similar to a typical pro- 
duction system rule: a set of preconditions followed by consequent action. 
But the fact that these are represented in a form identical to that used for 
domain concepts allows the program to learn about and alter its own knowl- 
edge base. 

5.1 THE REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE FOR CONCEPTS 

The basic representation in the system employs frame-like units with slots, 
and this is applied uniformly to domain concepts, heuristic rules, and system 
concepts as well. Each slot with its name may be considered as a unary func- 
tion, which, when given that name returns the value in the slot, and thus rules 
need not distinguish slots from functions. Each slot also has its own unit 
describing the slot, including such information as the types of legal entries in 
the slot, what units such a slot is legally a part of, etc. (see for example figure 
5-1). Using such information the program may alter its own representation; if 
it is noticed that certain slots and values are never used they may be eliminated 
or, more often, new slots created for values that have been computed repeat- 
edly on the fly or, if entries on a given slot become too numerous, the pro- 
gram will search for specializations so that the slot can be split. Since concepts 
are related to each other through Generalizations, Specializations, IsA, and 
Examples slots, knowledge becomes organized in a huge generalization/spe- 
cialization hierarchy. This is true of the heuristic rules as well, with the general 
so-called "Weak Methods" (generate and test, hill-climbing, etc.) at the top 
and hundreds of domain-specific judgments near the bottom. One of the 
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principle stated goals of the research is to get a grasp on the structure of this 

"space of heuristics." 

NAME: IsA, Isa, Is-a, ISA, IS-A 
Informally: is, element-of, is-in 

DOMAIN/RANGE: (Units - SetOfUnits) 
IS-A: Sot 
FilledWithA: Set 
EachEntryMustBeA: Unit representing a set 
Inverse: Examples 
UsedBylnheritanceModes: InheritAlonglsAs 
MakesSenseFor: Anything 
MylsA: Eurisko unit 
MySize: 500 words 
MyCreator: D. Lenat 
MyTimeOfCreation: 4/4/79 12:01 
Generalizations: AKindOf 
Specializations: MemberOf, ExtremumOf 
Worth: 600 
Cache: Always 
English: The slot which tells which classes a unit belongs to. 
ALGORITHMS: 

Nonrecursive Slow PossiblyLooping: A (u) {c E Concepts I c.Defn(u)} 
DEFINITIONS: 

Nonrecursive Fast PossiblyLooping: A (u,c) c.Defn(u) 

FIGURE 5-1: FRAME UNIT REPRESENTING THE CONCEPT OF AN "IsA" SLOT 

(LENAT 1983B) 

5.2 THE CONTROL STRUCTURE 

The control algorithm as well is represented in EURISKO as a set of con- 
cepts with the intention that the program be able to meaningfully alter its own 
control code, but this has always resulted in bugs. Basically the structure con- 
sists of three nested Select-Execute-PostMortem loops: select and work on a 
topic; given a topic, select and work on a promising task; given a task, select 
and obey a relevant heuristic rule. Each topic in the system (e.g., Num- 
berTheory, Games, DevicePhysics, Aesthetics) has a slot called Agenda con- 
taining a list of tasks pertaining to that topic and its specializations. When the 
execution of a heuristic suggests a new task involving, say PalindromicNum- 
bers, EURISKO then searches up along Generalizations links (e.g., through 
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Numbers and SymmetricConstructs) until it finds topics (ultimately, Num- 

berTheory and Aesthetics) and a pointer to the task is put on the agenda in 
each topic encountered. But note that these topics are represented, like any 
other concept, in a frame unit, and there are rules that can operate on them, 
to split and specialize a topic if it has too many tasks piling up on its agenda, or 
else when an agenda becomes too small, to merge it into all appropriate imme- 
diate generalizations' agendas. "In such cases, the general agendas should 

adopt (a little of) the small agenda's aesthetics, values, heuristics, reasons, 
goals, open problems, points of view" (Lenat 1983b, 68), though in the cur- 
rent implementation, only the tasks are inherited. 

Task selection is based on ratings which are constantly updated during the 

post-mortem phase of actions. When a task fails it is likely to be put back on 
the agenda along with new tasks which might enable this one to succeed. If 
the subtasks in turn succeed, then their post-mortem should raise the rating of 
the original task. 

Once a task is chosen a body of potentially relevant heuristic rules are col- 
lected that may help to satisfy it. There are in fact a number of different ways 
that a rule may be interpreted depending on space and time bounds, how 

many rules are applicable (whether they should be ordered first), whether the 

interpreter must check whether some new rules become relevant during the 
course of rule execution, and so on, and of course there are heuristics that 

govern these choices. The post-mortem phase of an individual rule execution 
involves bookkeeping information about time and space used, new units cre- 
ated, tasks placed on agendas, etc. 

5.3 HUMAN INTERFACE 

There is a high frequency with which EURISKO generates "new" con- 

cepts that are effectively equivalent to already existing ones. The problem of 

recognizing this equivalence is serious and difficult, and the program, as one 

might expect, has some heuristic tools to try to detect this. Each unit has slots 
which are specified as "criterial" and which define it. The description of each 
such slot, in turn, describes the way it makes sense to do matching. For exam- 

ple, for concepts that are defined logically in terms of others, one might recur 
on the boolean subexpressions, or if the concepts are of algorithms, one might 
evaluate the functions on test arguments to see if they yield the same results. 
But this is one area in which human supervision is most helpful in practice to 
keep things from bogging down. Lenat admits to considerable intervention 
and "hand smoothing" of newly-generated concepts. 

There is also some elementary user modeling in order to accommodate the 
varied expectations of users from differing fields from whom the program is 
expected to learn. Each group of people and the set AllPeople get their own 
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concept frames, which are arranged in a hierarchy with the concepts of indi- 
vidual users at the bottom. These concepts influence what kinds of topics and 
tasks are chosen to work on, and what is chosen to be explained in what 
depth. "EURISKO does learn simple models of each new user, but there are 
at present very few psychological and societal heuristics for building up (and 
testing!) such models. Based on our model of theory formation we are not 
surprised that only minimal sorts of learning were achieved without a deep 
model of the domain" (Lenat 1983b, 73). This is clearly an area where devel- 
opment of some emotional modeling could be important and useful. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Certain criteria emerge concerning appropriate domains for mechanized 
discovery, chiefly: 

* The search space should be immense and largely unexplored by 
humans (as in three-dimensional VLSI design, or the Traveller Trillion 
Credit Squadron naval fleet design wargame). 

* There must be ways to simulate or directly carry out experiments. 
* The domain should be rich in heuristic structure with no good 

algorithms, as in a very complex domain where precise inference is 
unmanageable or impossible, raising the utility of plausible inexact 
reasoning. 

Once one gets past the impressive success of the program in performing 
genuinely innovative discovery, one begins to recognize the "personality" of 
the program as that of a tireless monomaniac focused entirely on this task of 
search and synthesis. In a more general application, or in the context of a more 
general intelligence, it is clear that this kind of activity should be rather occa- 
sional, if for no other reason than that it is so extremely costly. 

Thus one is brought back again to the question of what should initiate this 
kind of search. Within the present discussion, the answer is that it should be 
the recognition of an emotional state that initiates the search in order to dis- 
place the emotion (or augment it in the case of a positive state). 

Consider, for example, a computer employed in a mundane task, say gen- 
eral accounting, in an environment of computer non-sophisticates, say in an 
insurance office, in which users can largely be expected to want to use the 
machine and access its data through a natural language interface. Now one can 
also expect a user to occasionally express his displeasure with the machine 
when it misinterprets some request in English and doesn't give him what he 
wants. It makes good sense then for the machine to respond to this expression 
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appropriately by "parsing" it as a motion in the Emotional Matrix of Inter- 

personal Space (see figure 24) corresponding to a motion of the "object" 
(user) away from the "person" (machine) and the "person" (machine) is the 
object of the emotion, along the dimension of recognition. This position in 
the matrix reads out "shame." If this happens often the rating of the shame 
frame will increase until it demands the attention an intense emotion does, by 
achieving a high priority on a task agenda. The unit representing shame can 
then be expected to suggest appropriate actions, the first of which is probably 
to apologize, and subsequently to "think about it," try to form a concept of 
what the misunderstanding is and why it comes about, and to try to create 
some heuristics relevant to avoiding the misunderstanding in the future, aug- 
ment the user models by noting that people like this get upset about such 
things, and finally to seek a little reassuring confirmation from the user that 
these surmises are reasonable, not to mention a little pat on the CRT. 

The potential for Artificial Intelligence is certainly enormous, but already 
applications based exclusively on formal logical inference face bottlenecks and 
limitations. In our efforts to be practical and precise in our thinking, let us not 
forget the heart and "its reasons," because there are very good reasons indeed 
that our emotional lives are as rich and commanding as they are, for affect and 
aesthetics are the very basis for knowledge, even purely factual knowledge. 
Whatever our minds-or any minds we create-may achieve must owe much 
in the end to the influence of such reasons of the heart. 
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